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Maximum pressure cartridge valves 
allow control of hydraulic circuit 
pressures up 400 bar and 350 l/min 
maximum flow rate (NG25).
Besides the normal manual pres-
sure regulation mode, function like 
electrical command for discharge to drain, remote control, proportional pressure control or 
electrically selected dual pressure levels are also available. 

The cover interface allows the mounting of a CETOP 3/NG06 valve. A standard cartridge valve 
DIN 24342 is used. A cover not according to DIN rules is also available.

The valve response specification may be modified by selection of different internal orifices 
according to the required application. The standard version has calibrated orifices of  Ø  
1 mm in X and AP.

Nominal size (max. diameter) 16mm / 25mm
Max. operating pressure 400 bar
Maximum nominal flow rate NG16 150 l/min
Maximum nominal flow rate NG25 350 l/min
Setting ranges 15  ÷ 400 bar

MaXIMuM pressure CartrIDge ValVes

DIn stanDarDs CoVer orDerIng CoDe

 KEC DIN standards cover

 ** 16 = NG16
  25 = NG25
  

 ** Type of cover
  ME = Max. pressure valve with
           interface CETOP 3
  MP = Max. pressure valve
  UE = Exclusion valve with
           interface CETOP 3
  UN = Exclusion valve
  SL = Sequencing valve

 * Setting ranges
  1 = 15 ÷ 45 bar (white spring)
  2 = 15 ÷ 145 bar (yellow spring)
  3 = 60 ÷ 400 bar (green spring)

 * Type of adjustment
  M = Plastic knob
  C = Grub screw

 ** 00 = No variant
  V1 = Viton

 3 Serial No.

plate MountIng CoVers orDerIng CoDe

 C*P M = Cover with max. pressure valve
  U = Cover with exclusion valve
  S = Cover with sequencing valve

 * E = Presetting for solenoid valve
  (Omit if not required)

 ** 16 = NG16
  25 = NG25

 * Type of adjustment
  M = Plastic knob
  C = Grub screw

 * Setting ranges
  1 = 15 ÷ 45 bar (white spring)
  2 = 15 ÷ 145 bar (yellow spring)
  3 = 60 ÷ 400 bar (green spring)

 ** 00 = No variant
  V1 = Viton

 2 Serial No.

Manual pressure regulatIon

This regulation facility is incorporated 
in the cartridge closing cover. A  Z1 
port is provided on the cover for remote 
piloting via directional or pressure 
control valves.

Manual pressure regulatIon 
anD eleCtrICal CoMManD For 
DIsCHarge to DraIn

This arrangement uses an electrically 
controlled valve type AD3E15.. which 
normally, in the de-energized posi-
tion, allows discharge to drain of the 
controlled flow. When energized, the 
system operates at the pressure set 
on the piloting unit incorporated in the 
closing cover.

Manual regulatIon anD 
proportIonal Control oF tHe 
pressure

This arrangement uses a proportional 
pressure valve type  XP3.. as the pilot, 
which allows proportional regulation 
of the  controlled system pressure as 
a function of an electrical command 
signal.

Manually aDJustable anD 
eleCtrICally seleCteD two 
leVel pressure unIt

This arrangement uses a dual sole-
noid electrically controlled valve type 
AD3E02C.. and a modular maximum 
pressure valve type  AM3VMA... which, 
when combined, allow implementation 
of an electrically selected two level 
pressure system.
Normally, with the solenoid valve 
de-energized, the controlled flow is 
discharged to drain.

MaX. pressure CoVers

kec16/25... witH cmp cap. V • 11

c*p16/25... cap. V • 12 

cetop 3/ng06 cap. i • 8

ad3e...  cap. i • 11

am3Vm... cap. iV • 9

Xp3...  cap. Viii • 23
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